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Story

Adventures from the Twinkling Forest

• Ten short, self-contained bedtime stories

• Ideal for reading aloud and dreaming

• Written by a bestselling team of authors and illustrator

Deep in the Twinkling Forest lives a lively, brave little firefly called Gloria. But Gloria is no ordinary firefly,

she is the first female firefly ever to learn how to fly. Every night she flies through the Twinkling Forest with

her friend Lilly Belle the dragonfly, and they have all sorts of magical adventures together.

What happens in Vol. 4:

New neighbors are moving in and Gloria finds a good new friend in Gerda, another firefly. Also a bat-family

is looking for shelter in the Twinkling Forest - and Gloria is afraid of them. The bad experience with a bat

before is still in her mind. But soon she learns that not all bats are bad and she makes another great friend!
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Kirsten Vogel, born in 1977, wrote for TV series for a long time and was a producer of the family series "Der

Landarzt" before she discovered writing children's stories for herself after the birth of her second son.

Kirsten Vogel lives with her family in Berlin.
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